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Ministerial Ethics By Dag Heward Mills
Proven Principles and strategies thoroughly discussed and the underlying logic
behind them made transparent - A valuable resource for any minister - An
excellent reference and practical guide - An authoritative handbook to establish
churches -Invaluable tips for training laity to perform priestly functions -Helpful
hints on how to prevent church splits.
A Christian walks in the midst of many dangers, snares and traps. This book will
open your eyes to the many subtle dangers that lie in wait to harm, injure and
destroy us. Help yourself, save yourself, and deliver yourself through this
powerful book on spiritual dangers!
In this outstanding work, Dag Heward-Mills examines real-life situations in
ministry today. He addresses practical issues like finances, politics, relating with
the opposite sex and ministerial interactions. A commonsense guide to the
principled practice of your calling, this book is a must for every Christian leader. It
is highly recommended for Bible schools and the clergy in general.
This book is an ultimate guide to understanding salvation through Jesus Christ. In
this classic book, you will understand how much Jesus loves you, how you can
be born again, how you can avoid going to hell and what it means to be a new
creature in Christ Jesus. Give this book to anyone and they will understand what
it means to be saved through the blood of Jesus Christ.
"The Bible tells us that we all make many mistakes - pastors are not exempt.
Mistakes have a tendency to make you go backwards instead of forward. A
mistake can stop you from advancing. What possible mistakes could a pastor
make? What could be a pastor's top ten mistakes? You are invited to go through
the pages of this amazing book and discover for yourself the mistakes you are in
danger of committing and how to avoid the major mistakes a pastor is prone to
making. This all-important book will be a blessing to you and to your ministry."
In this outstanding book, Dag Heward-Mills examines real life situations in
ministry today. He addresses practical issues like finances, politics, relating with
the opposite sex, and ministerial interactions. A common sense guide to the
principled practice of your calling, this book is a must for every Christian leader. It
is highly recommended for Bible schools and clergy in general.
The contributors to Affective Trajectories examine the mutual and highly complex
entwinements between religion and affect in urban Africa in the early twenty-first
century. Drawing on ethnographic research throughout the continent and in
African diasporic communities abroad, they trace the myriad ways religious
ideas, practices, and materialities interact with affect to configure life in urban
spaces. Whether examining the affective force of the built urban environment or
how religious practices contribute to new forms of attachment, identification, and
place-making, they illustrate the force of affect as it is shaped by temporality and
spatiality in the religious lives of individuals and communities. Among other
topics, they explore Masowe Apostolic Christianity in relation to experiences of
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displacement in Harare, Zimbabwe; Muslim identity, belonging, and the global
ummah in Ghana; crime, emotions, and conversion to neo-Pentecostalism in
Cape Town; and spiritual cleansing in a Congolese branch of a Japanese
religious movement. In so doing, the contributors demonstrate how the social and
material living conditions of African cities generate diverse affective forms of
religious experiences in ways that foster both localized and transnational paths of
emotional knowledge. Contributors. Astrid Bochow, Marian Burchardt, Rafael
Cazarin, Hansjörg Dilger, Alessandro Gusman, Murtala Ibrahim, Peter Lambertz,
Isabelle L. Lange, Isabel Mukonyora, Benedikt Pontzen, Hanspeter Reihling,
Matthew Wilhelm-Solomon
Discover the keys, strategies and principles for successful and effective pastoral work
Invaluable tips for training laity to perform priestly functions Understanding that the presence
and power of God is the key to doing great works for God Concise instructions on how to
receive an anointing Helpful hints on how to make advancements in Ministry Insightful
instructions for the personal development of a pastorOne night while studying in a remove
town of Ghana, God miraculously anointed Dag Heward-Mills as he waited upon the Lord. He
supernaturally heard the words, From now on you can teach This supernatural call is what has
ushered him into a worldwide ministry.Today, his Healing Jesus Crusades are conducted
throughout the world with thousands in attendance and many accompanying miracles. These
phenomenal miracles, attested to by medical doctors have included the opening of the eyes of
the blind, the restoring of hearing to the deaf, the emptying of wheel chairs and even the
raising of the dead. Dag Heward-Mills, an author of several bestselling books also founded the
Lighthouse Chapel International has become a worldwide denomination. His radio, TV and
internet programs reach millions around the world. Other outreaches include pastors and
ministers conferences and the renowned Anagkazo Bible and Ministry Training Center.Dag
Heward-Mills lives in Accra, Ghana with his wife Adelaide and their four children: David,
Joshua, Daniella and Paula.
God has called many people indeed. Our life on earth is an opportunity to serve Him, and God
has His eye on the things you are doing for his Kingdom. This book makes a stimulating read.
If you imbibe the truths conveyed by the author, you will receive wisdom to use the
opportunities of your life in the right way. Own your copy by ordering online now.
Practical solutions to the challenges of church administration are clearly outlined in this
phenomenal new book by Dag Heward-Mills.
In this outstanding book, Dag Heward-Mills examines real life situations in ministry today. He
addresses practical issues like finances, politics, relating with the opposite sex, and ministerial
interactions.A common sense guide to the principled practice of your calling, this book is a
must for every Christian leader. It is highly recommended for Bible schools and clergy in
general.
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There are many things that do not look like disloyalty but are disloyalty. They are the attitudes
and behaviour patterns that give rise to treachery and disloyalty. It is important to know about
these things because they are often the predecessors of serious leadership crises. Satan
causes confusion in the house of the Lord and uses it to stir up disloyal elements in the church.
Many people use pretence, familiarity and their power of intimidation to be disloyal.
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This book will heal the hurts of the daughters! In this long-awaited book, women are
challenged to let the wisdom of God help them overcome the many impossible situations they
encounter. God will touch your life and strengthen you as you enjoy this powerful new book
especially written to the daughters...

Dag Heward-Mills is the author of many books, including the bestselling “Loyalty
and Disloyalty”. He is the founder of the United Denominations originating from
the Lighthouse Group of Churches which currently has three thousand churches.
Dag Heward-Mills, an international evangelist, ministers in international Healing
Jesus Campaigns and conferences all over the world. For more information, visit
www.daghewardmills.org.
Ministerial EthicsDag Heward-Mills
We all look forward to the glorious life where there will be “NO MORE CURSE!”
This is because in life we face misfortune, recurrent harassment, futility,
unhappiness and frustration. A curse best describes these unfortunate
experiences we seem to be confronted with. Can we escape? Is there a way out?
This book will help you understand curses and know how to align yourself for a
blessing.
Life can be challenging to every one. Many times what you need to overcome
what you are encumbered with is wisdom. Wisdom is the secret of God that will
help you to rise from your struggles into a living wonder. God has ordained you
for glory. The secret of God is the wisdom of God in a mystery that is ordained for
your glory and beautification. May the revelations of this book bring you victory
every day! May this book give you knowledge to triumph!
Mipingo yadzadzidwa ndi onamizira angwiro amene amakhala osakhulupirika
mwangwiro. Chida cheni cheni cha Satana chakhala chinyengo ndi kunamizira.
Mtsogoleri amene sazindikira wonyenga azavutika chifukwa cha kusaona kwake.
Kuopseza, chizolowezi ndi chisokonezo ndi mizimu yoipa imene imalimbana ndi
azitumiki. Nthawi zambiri, anthu samadziwa chomwe chimalimbana nawo. Bukhu
ili likakuthandizani inu kudziwa ndi kulimbana ndi mdani wamkati.
This extraordinary book will serve as a ready resource material for both the
marriage counselor and the married couple.
The presence of God is precious! The presence of God is important! the
presence of God is essential to our lives and we must desire it with all our hearts.
We cannot in any way limit how essential the presence of God is to our walk with
Him. We ought to be in pursuit of the presence of God always. To have an
anointed presence with you is to have the Holy Presence of God in your life. May
your heart be stirred up to yearn for the precious presence of God as you read
this phenomenal volume by Dag Heward-Mills.
Following God is an exciting journey of discovery. Following and copying other
people are ancient arts of learning that Jesus Christ chose as His principle
method of training. Instead of shying away from this time-tested method of
training, it is time to understand the beauty and humility of the art of following. In
this book, you will discover who, what and how to follow properly. This brilliant
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new book by Dag Heward-Mills gives the art of following its proper place in our
Christian experience.
The planting of churches is a phenomenon that is widespread among charismatic
ministers. It was a major activity of the early disciples. Successful church
planting, however, demands skill and embraces multiple factors. Dag HewardMills analyzes the various components of church planting in this book. It is a
training manual for any minister who wants to make church planting his vision for
life.
Technology has information at our fingertips. But our relationship with God needs
to be one of the heart, not the smartphone. Get engaged with the Word of God in
a refreshing and amazing new way! Memorize verses, chapters, and even whole
books of the New Testament using the “Bible Memory Man” Prof. Tom Meyer’s
powerful techniques that he learned while studying in Jerusalem, Israel. Having
memorized 20 complete books of the Bible, Tom shares his helpful tips. Go
deeper into Scripture and command a greater knowledge, insight, and
understanding of God! Discover memorization techniques used throughout
Jewish and Christian history as you unleash the true power of the spoken Word
Develop a more intimate relationship with God when you memorize and meditate
to keep Scripture in your heart Written by the instructor of the only accredited
Bible memorization college course in America
Does the supernatural exist today? Can I operate in the supernatural? If God still
heals people, why doesn't He heal everyone? How can I receive the healing
anointing? Discover the answers to these and many more questions on the
manifestation of the Holy Spirit through the pages of this exciting book by Dag
Heward-Mills.
Achieving excellence in church management Vital information on proper, ethical
conduct for God 's servants Clear information on achieving the frugal use of
resources A valuable and timely resume of the full-time ministry Takes you
beyond mediocrity in church administrationOne night while studying in a remove
town of Ghana, God miraculously anointed Dag Heward-Mills as he waited upon
the Lord. He supernaturally heard the words, From now on you can teach This
supernatural call is what has ushered him into a worldwide ministry.Today, his
Healing Jesus Crusades are conducted throughout the world with thousands in
attendance and many accompanying miracles. These phenomenal miracles,
attested to by medical doctors have included the opening of the eyes of the blind,
the restoring of hearing to the deaf, the emptying of wheel chairs and even the
raising of the dead. Dag Heward-Mills, an author of several bestselling books
also founded the Lighthouse Chapel International has become a worldwide
denomination. His radio, TV and internet programs reach millions around the
world. Other outreaches include pastors and ministers conferences and the
renowned Anagkazo Bible and Ministry Training Center.Dag Heward-Mills lives in
Accra, Ghana with his wife Adelaide and their four children: David, Joshua,
Daniella and Paula.
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To develop an art is to develop an ability or a skill. The Bible states that favor
comes to men of skill. The work of ministry demands great ability. This new book
"The Art of Ministry" is a much-needed resource for all who desire to do the work
of ministry. It clearly presents what is the right and wrong thinking of ministry,
what is required of you as a worker in ministry and how to perform the
Learn about this compelling power which makes evangelism effective and fruitful
even in the face of opposition, excuse, suspicion, resentment etc.
Many Christians have struggled with questions like, "How can I know the will of God for my
life? What is God saying about this particular situation I am passing through? What is the right
decision to make?" This exceptional book by Dag Heward-Mills will teach you about the
different kinds of voices that influences our decisions, the different methods by which God
speaks.
In this unique book you will find key Bible Verses that you should memorize. Jesus memorized
scriptures - so must we! Let us make it our aim to memorize scripture and develop a good and
imrpoved character. We are followers of Christ!
The emergence of Pentecostalism in Ghana has attracted a massive following and generated
institutions that have significantly impacted Christian discourse and national life. The
movement has produced prominent leaders who have developed exemplary Christian
education programs and generated volumes of Christian literature unprecedented in Ghanaian
Christianity. Nevertheless, public opinion often upbraids church leaders for unethical conduct.
Despite the concern for high moral standards set by Pentecostal church polity and ministerial
ethical codes, reports of Pentecostal ministerial misconduct appear regularly in the media.
Although congregation members and perceptive public observers appreciate the constructive
moral impact of Pentecostal ministers, instances of promiscuity, power abuse, financial
misappropriation, and superstition reveal a gap between ethical ideals and practice. As this
research reveals, factors behind unethical ministerial conduct include inadequate training, poor
accountability, and a general low level of ethical reflection. Good Pastors, Bad Pastors
suggests that a multidimensional approach of responsible reportage, emphatic moral
education, appropriate but sympathetic response to moral failure, and peer-review
accountability could help uphold a higher standard of ministerial ethics.
An accessible guide to the principles and vision of Dag Hammarskjöld, a man John F. Kennedy
called "the greatest statesman of our century." Dag Hammarskjöld served as SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations from 1953 until his tragic Dag Hammarskjöld served as
secretary-general of the United Nations from 1953 until his tragic death in a suspicious plane
crash in 1961. During those years he saw the fledgling international organization through
numerous crises with skill that made him a star on the international stage. As readers of his
now-classic diary, Markings, are aware, Hammarskjöld understood political leadership as an
honor calling for resourcefulness, humility, moral clarity, and spiritual reflection. In this
accessible handbook, acclaimed biographer Roger Lipsey details the political and personal
code by which Hammarskjöld lived and made critical decisions. What emerges is the portrait of
a man who struck a remarkable balance between patience and action, empathy and reserve,
policy and people. Structured through short sections on themes such as courage, facing facts,
and negotiation, Politics and Conscience offers a vision of ethical leadership as relevant today
as it was in Hammarskjöld’s time.
This book investigates the substantial and growing contribution which African Independent and
Pentecostal Churches are making to sustainable development in all its manifold forms.
Moreover, this volume seeks to elucidate how these churches reshape the very notion of
sustainable development and contribute to the decolonisation of development. Fostering both
overarching and comparative perspectives, the book includes chapters on West Africa
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(Nigeria, Ghana, and Burkina Faso) and Southern Africa (Zimbabwe and South Africa). It aims
to open up a subfield focused on African Initiated Christianity within the religion and
development discourse, substantially broadening the scope of the existing literature. Written
predominantly by scholars from the African continent, the chapters in this volume illuminate
potentials and perspectives of African Initiated Christianity, combining theoretical contributions,
essays by renowned church leaders, and case studies focusing on particular churches or
regional contexts. While the contributions in this book focus on the African continent, the notion
of development underlying the concept of the volume is deliberately wide and
multidimensional, covering economic, social, ecological, political, and cultural dimensions.
Therefore, the book will be useful for the community of scholars interested in religion and
development as well as researchers within African studies, anthropology, development studies,
political science, religious studies, sociology of religion, and theology. It will also be a key
resource for development policymakers and practitioners.
The Bible speaks of many types of blood: the blood of goats, the blood of sheep, the blood of
pigeons! The Bible also speaks very categorically that without the shedding of blood there is no
remission of sins. So can any one of these different types of blood take away our sins? The
answer is an emphatic "No!" So what can wash away our sins? Nothing, but the blood of
Jesus! Only the blood of Jesus.
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